
Optimized booth extraction system saves energy costs 

Advanced technology saves Leistner Thermisch Spritzen GmbH around 50 percent in 
total energy costs at its new plant in Sulzemoos near Munich. The beneficial result is 
due mostly to a Keller Lufttechnik extraction unit that is demand controlled.
Managing director Thomas Leistner receives BAFA funding of approx. 173,000 Euros.

With 13 employees, Leistner Thermisch Spritzen GmbH from Sulze-
moos in Bavaria is one of the major contract coaters in the industry.
"We utilize all commonly used thermal spraying processes and coat 
almost anything - from five-by-five millimeter parts for microelectronics 
to eight-ton rollers for performance test benches," reports Managing 
Director Thomas Leistner. His company is a spin-off from Leistner Hans 
Süddeutsche Metallspritzwerkstätten GmbH, which has supplied ther-
mal spraying, among other services, since 1948. The managing director 
brought this 70-year expertise, along with the machinery, to his new 
company, which moved from Munich to Sulzemoos. "Within two days 
of relocation, the systems were up and running at the new site," states 
the family entrepreneur. A healthy workplace environment is important 
to him - literally. After all, thermal spraying generates fine inhalable 
particulate that is hazardous to health. "That's why effective extraction 
in spray booths is crucial to us," he explains. 

Considerable experience with Keller Lufttechnik extraction 
systems
"For 50 years we have relied on systems from Keller Lufttechnik in 
Kirchheim/Teck near Stuttgart for clean air inside our facilities. We 
have always been satisfied with the results. The extraction process has 
operated effortlessly without interruption,"" Leistner reports."
Because the old systems no longer met current technological stan-
dards after some 20 years of operation, the company opted for a retro-
fit - and again chose Keller Lufttechnik.

Thermal spraying generates fine inhalable dust that poses a health hazard. Effici-
ent extraction inside spray booths is therefore critical. During manual coating, 
the risk to employees is considerably reduced by the optimized and adapted  
extraction system, although wearing a mask is still recommended.

Thomas Leistner and his son Valentin Leistner are pleased with their new extraction system: "The indoor air is now much more favorable. Drafts have been eliminated, and the tem-
peratures remain stable even in winter."



The goal: lowering energy costs
"We were also concerned with saving energy," says the Managing Di-
rector, who met with Zoran Malesevic, the Project Manager at Keller 
Lufttechnik, to obtain an ideal extraction solution for the new site.  
"Planning an extraction system that is as energy efficient as possible 
benefits us in several ways," says Malesevic. "Reduced energy con-
sumption lowers costs and protects the environment. Additionally, there 
is government funding available for the planning and installation." Leist-
ner therefore consulted an energy auditor, who identified potential  
savings and applied for funding from the German Federal Office of Eco-
nomics and Export Control (BAFA) as part of the program Energy and  
Resource-Related Optimization of Plants and Processes." Intelligent  
extraction technology proved to be a key component in energy savings.

Air flow is adapted to requirements
Currently, the extraction system operates only on demand, meaning that 
"only as much air is extracted and supplied as is necessary for the  
respective process," explains Leistner. For each of the six booths, the 
typical applications were identified and the required air flows were  
determined. Operators can now select among three values, depending 
on the booth. "Since the extraction system operates with exhaust air 
and all booths share the same exhaust air system, it presents a control 
engineering challenge," says Malesevic, "as there are virtually an infini-
te number of possible combinations for the system modes." The engi-
neers at Keller Lufttechnik, whose expertise is in developing individual 
extraction concepts, offered up a viable solution. It ensures that a slighy  
negative pressure prevails inside all booths so that all dust is reliably 
captured and discharged.

Great climate in the hall
The customer is very pleased with the new system: "The indoor plant 
environment is currently far more favorable. Drafts are eliminated, while 
temperatures remain constant even during winter, since only outdoor air 
circulates inside the booths. No additional air is supplemented from in-
doors."

KLRbran filters ensure high separation efficiency in the long term
The extracted, particulate-laden air is ducted to the engineering control 
operation on the upper floor. There are four Vario-4 and two Vario-5 dry 
separators from Keller Lufttechnik. The Vario-4 separators originate 
from the previous Munich site, but have now been equipped with mo-
dern KLRbran filters, as in the new Vario-5 systems. "The extremely fine 
dusts occur in different volumes and compositions depending on the 
process," reports Malesevic. "Our KLR filters are designed to meet these 
challenges." They are characterized by a long service life of 120,000 air 
pressure cleaning pulses, or 20,000 operating hours. The term "bran" 
indicates that the pleated, textile filter material is fitted with a membra-
ne. "They increase the degree of separation, so that all emission limits 
set by the Technical Instructions on Air Quality Control (TA Luft) are not 
exceeded. It takes considerable expertise to size the filters correctly," he 
says. "This is because the volume of dust generated is too variable and 
is impossible to calculate."

Government subsidies
These and other savings measures of heat recovery from process media 
have added up substantially. Leistner Thermisch Spritzen currently  
consumes only about half of the energy they had used at the old site. At 
a time of rising energy costs, this provides an important competitive 
advantage. Additional government funding ensures a successful out-
come. Thomas Leistner can now recoup about 7.7 percent of his total 
investment costs, approximately 173,000 Euros. <

The investment in the new, energy-efficient extraction system proved most profitable: 
Leistner Thermisch Spritzen currently consumes only about half of the energy they had 
been using at the old site. Additional government funding ensured a favorable outcome. 
Thomas Leistner can now recover about 7.7 percent of his total investment costs, appro-
ximately 173,000 Euros.


